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DESCRIPTION BIO AUTHOR On his travels to Japan, author Alex Bellos set out to reveal the world's brightest puzzle inventors, puzzle masters, and origami experts so he could bring a new batch of logical puzzles for anyone yearning for something beyond sudoku. In Puzzle Ninja presents more than 200 puzzles to solve-rated easy to excruciating-including 20 new types of original, handmade puzzles
such as Shakashaka and Marupeke. With clear instructions, useful tips and anecdotes about puzzles and their creators, this is a fun reading and an exciting collection of the newest, best and most addictive Japanese logic puzzles. Format: Paperback pages: 288 Size: 6 x 8 Publish date: 07/10/2018 ISBN: 9781452171050 Alex Bellos is a writer and broadcaster specializing in mathematics and Brazil. He is
the author of the popular mathematics books The Grapes of Mathematics and here he is looking at Euclid who was both bestsellers. He lives in London. I love it, I love it. -- Rachel RileyIâ€™m Love Ninja Puzzle. Forget Sudoku. The Japanese puzzle scene is off the chain. - Tim HartfordThereâ€™s something extremely satisfying about solving a puzzle, especially when theyâ€™re as diabolical as those in
Alex Bellosâ€™ Ninja Puzzle. â€¦ BBC Focus MagazineI recommend to run out and buy Alex Bellosâ€™s Ninja Puzzle. â€¦ The Mathematical Intelligencer Pit your wit against the people who created Sudoku: the puzzle masters of Japan. Alex Bellos is a great teacher of the enigmatic world, brilliant in all things enigmatic. His bestselling, award-winning books include Alexâ€™s Adventures in Numberland,
Alex Through the Looking-Glass and Can You Solve My Problems?, and have been translated into more than twenty languages. He is also co-author of two mathematical coloring books and children's school football series ™. YouTube videos have been seen by more than twenty million people, and he writes a popular math and puzzle blog for the Guardian. @alexbellos puzzle is so enjoyable. They get
your mind spark and the competitive spirit flows. Resolving them is one of life's simple pleasures. The puzzle masters of Japan create the world's most satisfying puzzles, so Alex Bellos traveled to Tokyo to meet them. These insinuologists include Sudoku's god-father, the winner of the World Puzzle Championship, an inspirational teacher who uses games to bring his students' math lessons to life, and the
puzzle poet whose name has become a Sudoku-solving technique. They use nom de guerre - Edamame, Lenin, Teatime, Sesame Egg - and each has a distinctive style. What unites them are their megawatt brains and the beauty of handmade which will provoke and sharpen your mind. Bellos has collected over 200 of their smartest puzzles, rated easy to excruciating, and introduces over 20 new kinds of
addictive problems, including Shakashaka and Marupeke. Arm yourself with a pencil, eraser and laser-like focus. Let's be cryptic... A journalist, a journalist, and mathematician, Alex Bellos was, for a time, the Guardian's South American correspondent during which he wrote Futebol: The Brazilian Way of Life. Since returning to the UK he has focused on writing about maths and science, writing the
bestselling popular science books Adventures of Alex in Numberland, Alex Through the Glass, Can You Solve My Problems? and Ninja Puzzles. He is also the author of a children's football series, Football School Season. Publisher: Guardian Faber Publishing ISBN: 9781783351367 Number of pages: 288 Weight: 378 g Dimensions: 198 x 153 x 14 mm Edition: Main × Home / Books / Television &amp;
Humver / Puzzle Ninja Love it. - Rachel Riley I'm loving Puzzle Ninja. Forget Sudoku. The Japanese puzzle scene is off the chain. - Tim Hartford Start your review of Puzzle Ninja: Pit your wits against the Japanese Puzzle Masters Sitting down to make the crossword or Sudoku on a paper gives most people a lot of pleasure, stretches your mind and allows you to while away a few minutes away from a
screen of some sort. For those who want to stretch a little more, then Alex Bellos has been over in Japan and has come home bearing puzzle-shaped gifts. These have been requested by Japan's enigmaologists and are very different from the puzzles you may have come across so far. There are graphic ones, the ones that sit down to make the crossword or Sudoku on a paper gives most people a lot of
pleasure, stretches your mind and allows you to while away a few minutes away from a screen of some sort. For those who want to stretch a little more, then Alex Bellos has been over in Japan and has come home bearing puzzle-shaped gifts. These have been requested by Japan's enigmaologists and are very different from the puzzles you may have come across so far. There are graphic ones, the ones
that create mazes, a puzzle where you have to separate wolves from sheep and even a golf course. For most of them, there are two or three simple rules, however, simplicity comes complexity and these can start easily, but collected puzzles that he describes as excruciatingly difficult. Dare to ask questions and search for answers to life's puzzles. — Lailah Gifty AkitaSo if you want to keep your mind fried
in new and devilishly complicated ways, this could be the books for you. There are twenty of these new puzzles and over 200 examples in total are collected from the wonderfully named Poet Puzzle and Super Sensi to name just two. Was happy to see one of my favorites here, O'Elaki too. If you love puzzles then this is one on your shelf; although I can not be held responsible for any stress caused ... ...
more At the beginning I'm going to buy this book. It's expendable, which breaks my number one rule for books, which is to buy it to give away. After you're done with this book, it'll be filled with your solutions. When I finished the final puzzle, my first reaction was relief. I told me Finished. I'm free. This book consumed my evenings for weeks on end, and I had conquered all its challenges. I was a puzzle ninja.
I don't know how to keep it. An ambitious but forged At first I hesitated to buy this book. It's expendable, which breaks my number one rule for books, which is to buy it to give away. After you're done with this book, it'll be filled with your solutions. When I finished the final puzzle, my first reaction was relief. I said to my wife, I'm done. I'm free. This book consumed my evenings for weeks on end, and I had
conquered all its challenges. I was a puzzle ninja. I don't know how to keep it. An ambitious but forgetful man could erase it and start over. It's unlikely I'll do it, or browse my greatest hits. So with all this in mind, here are my criteria for buying and enjoying this book.1. You will enjoy abstract Japanese grid puzzles of the likes of sudoku, and want to experience over twenty new species in over two hundred
well curated specimens. It can even play most of the genres you like the best.2. You like to delete and re-start puzzles until they're perfect.3. You can silently look at a puzzle without being able to make a single mark for several minutes.4. Want to learn about the modern history of puzzle making in Japan through conversations with creators.5. You're ready to solve a book and let it go.6. You want to be a
puzzle ninja. ... the more I took my time working my way through this book. I didn't do all the puzzles. Mostly I would just read the indros and do one or two. Some of it I spent hours with. I went back to my favorites and made my way through it all. I was blown away that this existed. I liked the idea. A nice introduction to dozens of different types of small grid pencil and paper puzzles, and interviews with their
inventors!... But unfortunately the interviews were just interviews. At most it was jokes about me I took my time working my way through this book. I didn't do all the puzzles. Mostly I would just read the indros and do one or two. Some of it I spent hours with. I went back to my favorites and made my way through it all. I was blown away that this existed. I liked the idea. A nice introduction to dozens of
different types of small grid pencil and paper puzzles, and interviews with their inventors!... But unfortunately the interviews were just interviews. At most they were anecdotes about their meeting, and maybe one or two quotes. At worst, just a paragraph about why the author liked the puzzle. No mention of the inventor of the puzzle. (Boo!) So the book gets 5 stars from me because it's a idea, and as an
introduction to a bunch of different types of puzzles, it does this very well. But I wish the idea had been taken further. I'd like interviews more specifically. More of them on the process. More of them for everything really. But overall, really good things. Highly recommended if you are any kind of of the puzzles. ... more The 5* is for me, not for the book! There is a nice variety of puzzles, many of which were
new to me. They start quite simple, but create in some rather difficult phalluses. I liked some of the puzzle types a lot more than others: those where you could use logic to make progress rather than have to resort to trial and error, but maybe I just don't get it at them. Overall extremely enjoyable and excellent value for money. 5* is for me, not for the book! There is a nice variety of puzzles, many of which
were new to me. They start quite simple, but create in some rather difficult phalluses. I liked some of the puzzle types a lot more than others: those where you could use logic to make progress rather than have to resort to trial and error, but maybe I just don't get it at them. Overall extremely enjoyable and excellent value for money. ... better enjoying these puzzles. The author writes a weekly maths column
in the Guardian and this is really well along with a variety of puzzles and clear instructions. Nice introduction to many different kinds of puzzles
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